Early Years Newsletter
Date: 20.11.20

Nursery News
What’s been happening?
We had great fun exploring our Forest School area
last Friday. Dressed for Children in Need Day we
had a lovely time running, climbing, chasing and using
the stepping stones.
This week we have based our learning around the
traditional tale of Cinderella. The children are beginning to be
able to talk about events that happen at the beginning and the
end of a story and are starting to have their own opinions about
the characters in this story. In Maths we have been working on
recognising numerals and matching them with the correct number of jewels on golden crowns. The children have also enjoyed
learning how to combine different materials to make their own
‘royal mirror’. They loved choosing the decorations and carefully
attaching the handles. We learned how Cinderella had to clean
and tidy all day and it has been fun to play with our friends and
then use our broom and dustpan to clean up after ourselves and
to make sure that toys have been put back carefully and in the
correct places. The children are really trying hard to think
about each others’ feelings and to share and take turns.
This week is also Road Safety Week. We have been thinking
about crossing the road safely and sensibly. We talked about
staying with your adults, always listening carefully for traffic and
using crossings or the lollipop person to help us cross the road.
Children’s Home Challenge:
Please have a go at the challenges we post each week. It would be super if you
could take a photo or short video and post this to Tapestry for us
to share with your child in Nursery.
This Week’s Challenge: Colour Spotting
Go for a walk together and see how many different colours you can spot along
the way. You might like to take a simple colour chart with you and tick off the
colours you see. Try to encourage your child to name the colours they see
before you name them.

Reception News
Date: 20.11.20

Home Challenge

Phonics

Kindness Challenge

This week we have focused on recapping all of the
previous sounds learnt, this includes the correct formation of the letter sounds. We have also been developing a ‘speed’ for recognising the sounds as this is
incredibly important when
reading words.
Children have
all been busy
writing this
week and we
have been very
proud of them.

This week we have looked at Anti-Bullying and kindness at school. The challenge this week is to spot
any acts of random kindness at home and point
these out to your child. This could be;
Helping with the washing up
Saying kind words such as
“You look nice today”
Remembering manners
such as please and thank
you

We have been learning all about Diwali
this week in Reception, including the story of Rama and Sita. The children absolutely loved this story and getting the
home corner all clean and tidy for a huge
celebration! We have had a few children
that are experts in their knowledge of
this story. And helped us to learn more,
by sharing experiences of Diwali from
home. The children have made diva lamps, carried out mendhi patterns using paint and crayons and been busy writing Diwali shopping
lists.
In Mathematics, we have been learning about more and less and altogether, using objects to fully understand this abstract concept. We have also
been learning about addition. Challenges around the classroom (these earn
extra Dojo points!) have included building the numbers using objects. We
saw some fabulous creations, including a number 10 made completely out of
pasta (well done Ethan!).
Children also need continuous reminders to count carefully and we have
focussed on this too. We all make errors and double checking in
Mathematics is important.
Dare we mention the word ‘Christmas’...we have begun to look at
how we can provide an alternative Christmas performance for the
parents, so if you see children signing words at home, you will soon
begin to see what we are practising at school.
Wishing you all a wonderful weekend.
The Reception Team

Reminders
As we will sadly not be able to perform a Christmas Nativity, due to
current government restrictions, we
are working hard to create something that does not involve singing or
mixing of bubbles. Children are busy
learning songs in Makaton (sign language) and we will ensure that this
is recorded and sent for all to see.

If you have any large cardboard boxes, we are always appreciative and use
these at school. They are
used for lots of different
things including imaginative and creative play.
Please send them in. We
will follow safety guidelines and quarantine these
for 72 hours before use.
As we move into the, ‘Christmas’ season, please look out
for events such as Christmas jumper day. Whole school
messages are posted on Class Dojo, so it is important to
keep an eye on this platform.

